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I. INTRODUCTION

“All my tattoos, they’ve been thought out, thought over, been a work in progress for at least a year before I’ve got them. So I’m not walking into a tattoo shop, picking tattoos off a wall. It’s something that means something to me. It’s something that I believe in.”

– Colin Kaepernick, former NFL quarterback

[1] For over 5,000 years, humans have etched markings into their skin in the form of tattoos. These markings have served to indicate status, strengthen commitments, portray beliefs, tout affiliations, or express one’s personality—at least the personality one wishes to portray to others. For some, tattoos are a “‘modern coat of arms,”’ meant to tell the world about the individual, while for others, tattoos serve as more of a personal reminder to that individual.


3 See id.; DERRICK WATKINS & RICHARD ASHBY, GANG INVESTIGATIONS: A STREET COP’S GUIDE 47–50 (Jones & Bartlett Publishers eds. 2007) (describing the use of a tattoo as a sign of allegiance and commitment to a gang).

Regardless of the motivating factors for spending hours in a tattoo chair, those who choose to get tattoos make a deeply personal decision that will stick with them for the duration of their lives. The finality of this commitment, however, has not deterred Americans from tattoo parlors, as over forty percent of Americans under the age of forty have at least one tattoo.5

Tattoos are even more prevalent within celebrity and professional athlete circles.6 Over half of the players in the National Basketball Association (N.B.A.) have at least one tattoo, and on some N.B.A. teams, seventy-five percent of their players or more have at least one tattoo.7 From Chris “Birdman” Andersen’s colorful “FREE BIRD” tattoo across his neck and his wing tattoos on his arms8 to LeBron James’ “CHOSEN 1” tattoo across his back,9 many players in the N.B.A. have distinct tattoos that have become a part of their persona in the minds of basketball fans.10

---


7 See id.


In the case of the “Birdman”—who estimates that over three-fourths of his body is covered in ink\(^\text{11}\) — a large portion of his fan base is infatuated with his larger-than-life aura, as shown by young fans with temporary tattoo sleeves and the large cardboard wings held by fans in the stands to match Andersen’s tattooed arms.\(^\text{12}\) For a player who went undrafted, missed thirty-two dunk attempts in a single dunk contest, was banned from the N.B.A. for two years for drug use, and averaged just a shade above five points per game in his career,\(^\text{13}\) Andersen has been able to connect with fans unlike any other role player.\(^\text{14}\) His tattoos tell a story—his story. His story behind the “FREE BIRD” tattoo is that “[n]o matter what happens, you can’t hold me down for too long, ‘cause I’m a get back to flight!”\(^\text{15}\)

Who, however, should capitalize on the goodwill that Andersen has gained from his colorful tattoos? Should Andersen’s tattoo artist retain any rights to the colorful design in Andersen’s skin?

\(^{11}\) See Tomasson, supra note 8.

\(^{12}\) See Bieler, supra note 10; Sherman, supra note 10.


[4] Similarly, LeBron James, one of the most decorated players in N.B.A. history, had the phrase “CHOSEN 1” tattooed on his back after appearing on the front cover of Sports Illustrated magazine while he was still in high school.\textsuperscript{16} Most recently, the tattoo was at the center of Nike’s 2018 summer commercial that aired during the N.B.A. playoffs with the tagline: “It’s one thing to put words on your back. It’s another to live up to them.”\textsuperscript{17} Is James’ tattoo copyrightable? If so, does James own the copyright, or does it belong to Sports Illustrated because of the author who came up with the phrase for the cover? Does it belong to the tattoo artist who etched the tattoo into James’ skin? Can the tattoo be licensed for apparel?

[5] While tattoos are often well thought out at the outset, the planning is geared toward ensuring that the individual is happy with the tattoo both in the immediate future and in the long term.\textsuperscript{18} However, this article proposes that for a celebrity or professional athlete, under the current copyright framework, an ill-chosen tattoo will be far from the biggest regret in the planning process if the celebrity fails to consider the copyright implications of the tattoo.

[6] First, this article will review the history of tattoo copyright infringement litigation by exploring the use of tattoos in advertisements and movies, in video games, on apparel, and on the skin of others. Next, it will apply copyright case law to determine whether tattoos are subject to

\textsuperscript{16} See Washington, supra note 9.


copyright protection and who should retain the rights in different circumstances. Then, it will discuss whether tattoos need to be assigned and how personal autonomy impacts this decision, also discussing future issues that will arise in professional sports leagues until courts rule on tattoo copyrightability. Finally, this article will make recommendations based on these findings to limit future litigation in this area and to protect the persona of athletes.

II. HISTORY: TATTOO COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT LITIGATION

A. Reed v. Nike, Inc.

[7] In 2005, celebrities and athletes were put on notice, for the first time, of the possibility of being involved in litigation because of a tattoo on their very own skin, even a tattoo that they paid for and played a role in creating.19 This notice came in the form of a complaint filed by tattoo artist Matthew Reed against Nike, members of Nike’s advertising team, and N.B.A. star Rasheed Wallace for copyright infringement.20 The alleged infringement centered around a thirty-second Nike commercial that focused on Wallace’s tattoo.21 The commercial featured a close-up of the tattoo that Reed etched into Wallace’s skin, and as the camera panned across the tattoo, Wallace described the meaning of the tattoo.22 The commercial also showed a re-creation of the tattoo being etched into Wallace’s skin through the use of computer generated graphics, which is important because this portion of the commercial truly qualified as a


20 See id. at 1–2.

21 See id. at 4.

22 See id.
reproduction instead of as an image or video of Wallace’s tattoo as it existed on Wallace’s skin.  

[8] Interestingly, Reed agreed to tattoo Wallace at a discounted rate of $450 because of the “exposure” that Reed would receive as a tattoo artist from displaying his work, an Egyptian-style family tattoo, on a topflight athlete like Wallace. Reed seemingly did not mind capitalizing on the publicity garnered from the basketball world until a big company like Nike also wanted a piece of the attention. Reed tattooed Wallace in 1998, and N.B.A. fans watched Wallace play in arenas all over the country with the tattoo in plain sight. The display of the tattoo during televised games and on trading cards apparently did not bother Reed, but in 2004 when the advertisement aired, Reed decided to file the complaint.  

[9] This case concluded with a confidential settlement, so Rasheed Wallace’s tattoo left athletes and tattoo artists with more questions than answers. In 2018, however, Nike once again turned to the tattoo of N.B.A. player LeBron James for the centerpiece of a commercial. This

---


24 See id. at 1957.


26 See id.

27 See id.


29 See Schlemmer, supra note 17.
time, the tattoo was never displayed on the athlete’s body, but instead, it appeared as a sketch on a piece of paper.\textsuperscript{30} Maybe Nike learned its lesson about reproducing a tattoo in a computer-generated format, or maybe it was coincidental that the commercial focused on the time leading up to the etching of the tattoo and not the time after. Because \textit{Reed} ended in a settlement, it is difficult to determine whether the case played any role in Nike’s future advertisement plans.

\textbf{B. Whitmill v. Warner Brothers Entertainment, Inc.}

\textsuperscript{[10]} The outcome of \textit{Whitmill v. Warner Brothers Entertainment, Inc.} in 2011 was the same as the outcome in \textit{Reed}: a settlement for an undisclosed amount.\textsuperscript{31} However, it is what led to the settlement that sets \textit{Whitmill} apart as a crucial case for evaluating the ability to copyright tattoos.\textsuperscript{32}

\textsuperscript{[11]} In \textit{Whitmill}, the plaintiff claimed that the reproduction of a tattoo that he designed for boxer Mike Tyson in “The Hangover Part II” constituted copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{33} In the popular movie, on a drunken

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{30} See id.
\item \textsuperscript{32} See Yolanda M. King, \textit{Copyright Protection of Tattoos, in NON-CONVENTIONAL COPYRIGHT: DO NEW AND ATYPICAL WORKS DESERVE PROTECTION?} 111, 120 (Enrico Bonadio & Nicola Lucchi eds., 2018) [hereinafter NON-CONVENTIONAL COPYRIGHT].
\end{itemize}
night in Las Vegas, one of the characters, Stu, received a tattoo identical to the one that Whitmill etched on Mike Tyson’s face.\footnote{See id. at 4.}

[12] After hearing arguments during a preliminary hearing in the case, Judge Catherine D. Perry decided not to grant a preliminary injunction in favor of Whitmill, but she did explain that she thought he could win the case on the merits.\footnote{See NON-CONVENTIONAL COPYRIGHT, supra note 32.} Her opinion was based on her belief that tattoos could receive copyright protection.\footnote{See id.} She stated:

Of course tattoos can be copyrighted. I don’t think there is any reasonable dispute about that. They are not copyrighting Mr. Tyson’s face, or restricting Mr. Tyson’s use of his own face, as the defendant argues, or saying that someone who has a tattoo can’t remove the tattoo or change it, but the tattoo itself and the design itself can be copyrighted, and I think it’s entirely consistent with the copyright law.\footnote{Id.}

While this case did not set a precedent for future cases, it did increase the belief that a tattooist could obtain a copyright for a tattoo.\footnote{See id. at 120.}

C. Escobedo v. THQ

[13] In 2012, an Arizona tattoo artist, Christopher Escobedo, joined the list of tattoo artists who have asserted a claim in the foggy and mysterious
realm of tattoo copyright infringement. Escobedo filed a lawsuit based on the reproduction of a tattoo that he designed and etched on the torso of Ultimate Fighting Championship (U.F.C.) fighter, Carlos Condit. The tattoo, which was of a lion, appeared in a digital format in the videogame UFC Undisputed 3 on the body of the video game character that was designed to represent Condit.

Like the tattoo cases that came before Escobedo, the case never reached trial, but a bankruptcy court did assess Escobedo’s damages at $22,500, the amount that Condit was paid to appear in the videogame. Escobedo was not pleased with this number, and he sought the value of a hypothetical license based on a royalty per game sold. However, after Escobedo appealed the valuation of the damages, the parties settled for an undisclosed amount, adding another case to the catalog of cases that settled without setting a precedent for tattoo copyrights.


41 See id.


44 See Wiedey, supra note 39.
D. Solid Oak Sketches, LLC v. Visual Concepts, LLC

[15] Since the 2012 Escobedo case, there still has not been a court decision regarding the copyrightability of tattoos, but there is widespread hope that a 2016 case may provide the opportunity for a court to pass down a ruling.45 Solid Oak Sketches, LLC v. Visual Concepts, LLC is similar to Escobedo in that the complaint is based on the re-creation of tattoos for use in a video game.46 This time, however, the video game at issue is NBA 2K16, which was billed as “the most complete basketball game that 2K ever delivered.”47 2K Games, Inc. sold more than 4 million copies of NBA 2K16 in its first week after being released,48 and according to Solid Oak Sketches’ complaint, 2K’s success was in large part due to the “improved tattoo customization” which was promoted on 2K’s social media accounts.49

[16] The tattoos at issue were etched into the skin of N.B.A. athletes LeBron James, Eric Bledsoe, and Kenyon Martin; the tattoo artists later


47 Id. at 3.


49 See Solid Oak Complaint & Demand, supra note 46.
licensed these designs to Solid Oak Sketches in exchange for royalties.\textsuperscript{50} Subsequently, James, Bledsoe, and Martin licensed their images to be used in the 2K video game.\textsuperscript{51}

[17] The plaintiff, Solid Oak Sketches, asserted that tattoos fall within the statutory definition for copyrightability and that the tattoo artists owned the copyrights in the tattoos in this case and later assigned those copyrights to Solid Oak.\textsuperscript{52} This argument centers around the belief that the athletes’ agreements to license their likenesses to Visual Concepts, LLC for use in the videogame did not include their tattoos because the athletes did not own copyrights in their tattoos.\textsuperscript{53} Further, Solid Oak asserted that the reproduction of the tattoos in a digital format in NBA 2K16 infringes upon the copyrights originally owned by the tattoo artists and later obtained by Solid Oak.\textsuperscript{54}

[18] The defendants attempted to get the case dismissed on a fair use argument due to the minimal use of the tattoos in the game,\textsuperscript{55} but Judge Laura Taylor Swain declined to grant the declaratory motion, stating that more evidence was needed to apply the “average lay observer” analysis

\textsuperscript{50}See id. at 5, 13.


\textsuperscript{52}See Solid Oak Complaint & Demand, supra note 46, at 5.

\textsuperscript{53}See id. at 3.

\textsuperscript{54}See id.

for *de minimis* use.\(^{56}\) This test would determine the “visibility and prominence” of the tattoos on screen.\(^{57}\) Judge Swain reasoned that it would be impossible to apply this test without more evidence because of the “countless possible game permutations that are dependent on individual players’ choices.”\(^{58}\) As both parties continue to gather evidence to enhance their arguments, there is a growing belief—or at least some hope—that this case will be the first tattoo copyright case to reach trial.\(^{59}\)

### III. ANALYSIS

#### A. Is a Tattoo Copyrightable? Are All Tattoos Copyrightable?

[19] The Copyright Act of 1976 (“Copyright Act”) protects “original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, from which they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.”\(^{60}\)

[20] Although previous cases have not conclusively determined whether a tattoo can receive the protection of a copyright, they have highlighted the importance of the issue.\(^{61}\) Further, the complaints, arguments, and statements in the prior cases have even offered a small

---


\(^{57}\) See *id.* at *3.

\(^{58}\) *Id.*

\(^{59}\) See Baker, *supra* note 45.


\(^{61}\) See *NON-CONVENTIONAL COPYRIGHT, supra* note 32, at 120.
glimpse into the mindsets of lawyers, athletes, tattoo artists, and some judges on the issue. By analyzing the requirements of the Copyright Act and prior non-tattoo related copyright cases and viewing the analysis in light of the tattoo-related cases discussed above, a clearer view of tattoo copyrightability will emerge.

1. Copyrightable Subject Matter

[21] In order to qualify for copyright protection, the work to be copyrighted must be a “work of authorship”, which means that it must fit within one of the eight categories enumerated in section 102(a) of the Copyright Act. Tattoos fit squarely under the fifth category of “pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works,” as tattoos can be easily equated to paintings and drawings which also fit under this category.

2. Originality

[22] Next, in order to be eligible for copyright protection, a work must be original. Originality in copyright means that a work must be “independently created” and not copied from another source. Originality also requires that the work have a “modicum of creativity,” which means

---

62 See id.


64 See id. at § 102(a)(5).

65 See id. at § 102(a).

that it has to have “at least some minimal degree of creativity.” According to the Supreme Court’s opinion in *Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co.*, “the vast majority of works make the grade quite easily, as they possess some creative spark, ‘no matter how crude, humble, or obvious’ it might be.”

[23] With tattoos, the question then becomes whether an artist designed the tattoo or copied the tattoo from a pre-existing work. Even if a tattooist designs a tattoo that has already been designed by another artist, the tattooist may still obtain a copyright as long as he was ignorant of the pre-existing work when he designed the tattoo. Copyright law differs from patent law because in patent law there is no “independent creation” defense. In contrast, in copyright law, a party can rebut a presumption of copyright infringement by asserting that the work was independently created.

[24] The originality requirement does not bar a tattoo from being copyrighted any more than any other work. As long as the tattoo is

---

67 See id. at 345–46 (citing 1 M. Nimmer & D. Nimmer, Copyright §§ 2.01[A], [B] (1990)).

68 Id. at 345 (citing Nimmer, § 1.08[C] [1]).

69 See id. at 345.

70 See id. at 346 (citing Sheldon v. Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp., 81 F.2d 49 (2d Cir. 1936)).


72 See id. at 4–7.

73 See id. at 809, 811 (suggesting that independent discovery would also be a defense in a tattoo copyright infringement case).
minimally creative and original as to the tattoo artist, the originality requirement should not stand in the way of an artist receiving a copyright for a tattoo.

3. Fixation

[25] The final gatekeeper for copyrightability is that the work must be “fixed in [a] tangible medium of expression,” which is the most difficult hurdle for tattoos because of the changing and aging of skin over time. However, this hurdle still does not offer a great argument against the ability to receive a copyright in a tattoo.

[26] Fixation occurs when a work “is sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a period of more than transitory duration.” Fixation is a relatively low standard; random-access memory (RAM) recordings with the potential to vanish and writings on paper that can fade or be destroyed by water or fire have been held to be fixed for “more than a transitory duration.” In contrast, tattoos are intended to be permanent and are often used to

75 See Tess Adamakos, 5 Ways to Protect Your Tattoos from Aging: Although Your Tattoo Is Permanent, it Doesn’t Mean it Will Look the Same Forever, INKED (Apr. 29, 2019), https://www.inkedmag.com/original-news/best-ways-to-protect-your-tattoos-from-aging [https://perma.cc/2EG8-YD3X].
77 See MAI Sys. Corp. v. Peak Comput., Inc., 991 F.2d 511, 519 (9th Cir. 1993).
79 See id. at 298–299.
reinforce life-long commitments. From tattoos depicting a significant other’s name to gang related tattoos representing a commitment to a lifetime of crime, people from all socioeconomic statuses recognize the permanence of a tattoo.

[27] Further, almost every state requires parental consent or parental presence in order for a minor to receive a tattoo because of a tattoo’s permanence and the “aesthetic commitment . . . require[d].” Other states have an outright prohibition on the tattooing of minors, further enforcing the widespread understanding that tattoos are permanent for all intents and purposes.

[28] For many people, a tattoo marks the achievement of a life-long goal, and the tattoo’s permanency is illustrated through the painful and costly efforts necessary for removal or to cover up the tattoo with a new tattoo. While tattoos may fade with time, in many cases the ink lasts far longer than the commitments or achievements that served as the

---


81 See Lineberry, supra note 2.


motivation to get a tattoo in the first place.\textsuperscript{85} For an example, look no further than the left shoulder blade of ex-University of Louisville basketball coach Rick Pitino, bearing a bold red and black old English “L” tattoo commemorating the 2013 NCAA basketball championship.\textsuperscript{86} Although Pitino’s tattoo artist offered to cover Pitino’s tattoo with a new tattoo after the championship was vacated by the NCAA,\textsuperscript{87} Pitino’s tattoo has lasted longer than both the banner at the KFC Yum! Center, where the Louisville basketball team plays home games, and the championship title that the banner represented.\textsuperscript{88} If a writing on a piece of paper that is capable of fading or being destroyed qualifies as fixed for “more than a transitory duration,” then surely a tattoo, expected to last a lifetime barring laser removal treatment, meets the fixation threshold.\textsuperscript{89}

B. Who Owns the Copyright?

[29] After all of the previous cases with the potential to determine whether a tattoo can be copyrighted ended in a settlement, Solid Oak Sketches, LLC v. Virtual Concepts, LLC has the potential to finally settle this area of law, or at least offer a more complete framework from which


\textsuperscript{87} See id.

\textsuperscript{88} See id.

\textsuperscript{89} See Cummings, supra note 78.
to operate. However, the case has unfortunately moved at a slow pace, and it has mainly focused on whether the use of tattoos in the NBA 2K video game was *de minimis* and would therefore qualify as fair use.

Instead of focusing on the motions that have been filed in this case and the arguments that have been made thus far, this article will focus on the larger scale issue: If a tattoo is copyrightable, who owns the copyright?

[30] The four tattoos on the skin of LeBron James that are at issue in *Solid Oak Sketches* can serve as examples of the implications of the different ways in which a tattoo design is created. In a declaration filed in the Southern District of New York in this case, LeBron James made it clear that, for each of the four tattoos at issue, he had spoken with the tattoo artist about what he wanted depicted in the tattoo, and that he often “supplied pre-existing material” that he wanted to be tattooed. These “pre-existing materials” included a lion’s head from the back of a deck of playing cards and a photograph of his child. The four tattoos at issue can be separated into two categories: those for which James “supplied pre-existing materials,” and those for which he only discussed the subject matter of the tattoo with the tattoo artist. Under the Copyright Act there is a large distinction between these two categories.

---

90 *See* Baker, *supra* note 45.

91 *See id.* As of March 2020, this case is still pending. *See id.*


93 *See id.*

94 *See id.*

95 *See id.*

In addition, there are two more categories that should be added to cover the full spectrum of possibilities: personal sketches by the person receiving the tattoo and full reliance on the tattoo artist by the person receiving the tattoo. By adding these two situations, the original two categories are further broken down into four situations: (1) a situation in which a client brings a personal sketch for the design of a tattoo; (2) a situation in which the client brings pre-existing material for the design of a tattoo; (3) a situation in which conversations between a client and a tattoo artist lead to the design for a tattoo; and (4) a situation in which the client fully relies on artist for the design of a tattoo. Each of these situations will be discussed in turn below.

1. Personal Sketch

Often, a person draws a rough sketch to bring to a tattoo consultation. Tattoo designs that begin as sketches by the person receiving the tattoo could arguably be copyrightable by the tattoo artist if the work becomes a “transformative work.” This fair-use argument would be based on the idea that the final work is so different from the original sketch that it constitutes a whole new work. The final design would have to “supersede the objects of the original creation” and alter the original work by creating a “new expression, meaning or message.” However, it is likely that in this situation, the work would be a derivative work and therefore the tattoo owner would retain the copyright over the work.


98 See id.


100 See id.
derivative work merely “recasts, transforms, or adapts an original work into a new mode of presentation.” 101 so as long as the tattoo design was original as to the tattoo owner, and the owner fixed the sketch in a tangible medium by affixing it to a piece of paper, the tattoo owner would be entitled to the copyright. 102

[33] While not asserted by LeBron James in his declaration, if James had brought a sketch of the tattoo mentioned in paragraph 8 of the declaration (the “330” tattoo with flames), and the design was otherwise copyrightable, then James would own the copyright.

2. Pre-existing Material

[34] Pre-existing material, whether copyrighted or not, cannot qualify for a copyright because the work will not be original as to the artist. 103 The Supreme Court, in Feist, explained that “a work may be original even though it closely resembles other works so long as the similarity is fortuitous, not the result of copying.” 104  

[35] As mentioned above, if two people independently create the same work, they may both own a copyright in the work, but by directly copying a work, or even being aware of the work and preparing a derivative work, the work is no longer eligible for copyright protection for the second author. 105 In fact, if the pre-existing material is copyrighted, a tattoo artist

101 Id.
104 See id. at 346.
105 See id. (describing the possibility of two separate copyrights in the same poem).
may be a copyright infringer by etching the copyrighted material into the client’s skin.\textsuperscript{106}

[36] In James’ declaration, paragraph 5 and paragraph 6 involve pre-existing material that James took to the tattoo shop.\textsuperscript{107} For the tattoo in paragraph 5, James brought a photo of his child and told the artist to make the tattoo “as realistic . . . as possible.”\textsuperscript{108} On the other hand, for the tattoo in paragraph 6, James brought a deck of cards that he found at a hotel where he stayed.\textsuperscript{109} Neither of these tattoos were independently created by the tattoo artist or James, so neither the tattoo artist nor James could claim copyright protection in the tattoo as the copying was intentional and not ‘fortuitous.’\textsuperscript{110}

[37] While the copyright in the pre-existing photo of James’ child was most likely licensed to James or already belonged to James or a family member, the Lion tattoo could prove more complicated. After deciding that the tattoo artist could not obtain a copyright in pre-existing material, the question would be whether the tattoo artist infringed the copyright in the lion image on the deck of cards. James has never said what brand of playing cards the tattoo was based on, but by searching through possible hotel logos, it appears that the tattoo is similar to the Ritz-Carlton logo.\textsuperscript{111}


\textsuperscript{107} See Declaration of LeBron James, \textit{supra} note 92.

\textsuperscript{108} See id.

\textsuperscript{109} See id.

\textsuperscript{110} See \textit{Feist Publ’ns}, 499 U.S. at 346.

While the purpose of this article is not to analyze potential infringement on the part of tattoo artists, these artists should nonetheless be cognizant of potential claims for tattooing pre-existing copyrighted material into a person’s skin.

3. Conversations Leading to a Design

[38] In paragraph 8 of James’ declaration, James explained a situation in which he knew generally what he wanted to be tattooed, but leaned on the artist for stylistic decisions and the fixation of the design, as James did not bring a sketch or any pre-existing material to the tattoo shop. Under the Copyright Act, arguments can be made for “works for hire” arrangements, but because tattoo artists are not employees of their clients and are usually considered independent contractors, a written agreement would be necessary. In this situation, there was no such agreement. Further, written agreements usually must be executed prior to the creation of the work at issue.

[39] Although it could be argued that conversation alone could contribute to the creation of a work of art such that the speaker would be entitled to a copyright, the reality is that the tattoo artist in this situation created the work of art for all intents and purposes. Therefore, absent an

identity_for_the_ritz_carlton.php [https://perma.cc/3EKU-YSMH] (displaying the Ritz-Carlton’s logo).

112 See Declaration of LeBron James, supra note 92.


114 See id. at 325.

agreement to the contrary, the tattoo artist would own the copyright in the design.

4. Reliance on Artist

Finally, in paragraph 7 of James’ declaration, he explains a situation in which he wanted to incorporate doves into his tattoo, but he relied fully on the tattoo artist to come up with the design. The final version of the design involved script scrolls and clouds, which are common in the tattoo industry, but based on James’ declaration, James did not have much input in the design process other than that “he wanted to incorporate doves.” In a situation like this, it seems relatively straightforward under the current copyright framework that if the tattoo is copyrightable, the copyright would belong to the artist who designed the tattoo and not the person who allowed the artist’s work to be etched into their skin.

IV. Resolution: Is the Current Framework Correct? What Are the Future Implications?

Under the language and traditional reading of section 102 of the Copyright Act, tattoos should be copyrightable, but what implications does this have when talking about the skin of another human? After deciding that tattoos are eligible for copyright and determining who owns the copyright in common situations, the next question is whether someone should be able to own a copyright in another person’s skin. How should the interests of both the tattoo author and the copyright owner be balanced?

---

116 See Declaration of LeBron James, supra note 92.

117 Id.

The endorsement-heavy developments in the N.B.A. help to highlight the importance of personal autonomy in the realm of tattoo copyright because they illustrate the importance of being able to display, modify, and alter or destroy one’s own tattoos. However, these developments also highlight the reality that until courts articulate a framework for analyzing tattoo copyrights, it will be impossible to deal with the newest tattoo issues on the horizon.

In the late 1990’s, a scrappy point guard named Allen Iverson entered the N.B.A. and changed the culture of the league, in large part because of the ink on his skin. Iverson brought a defiance to the N.B.A.’s push for a clean-cut and ‘professional’ league. On one occasion, an N.B.A.-published magazine even airbrushed Iverson’s tattoos on the front cover of the magazine so that they were no longer visible. Like Chris Andersen and LeBron James, Iverson has his nickname, “The

---


121 See id.

122 See id.
Answer,” inked on his arm, and he is credited as being the athlete that sparked the tattoo explosion in the N.B.A.

[44] Simultaneously, as the N.B.A. grew in popularity, advertising and brand recognition through N.B.A. streams were at a premium. This push drove a wedge further between the league’s fixation on professionalism and the expressive personalities and style choices of the athletes. As the league has continued to develop and the regulations placed on players’ stylistic choices have relaxed, the expressive nature of tattoos has evolved from helping to create a persona for athletes to also creating advertisement space for the brand identity of athletes. While advertising


126 Id.

127 See Cam Wolf, NBA Players Can Now Wear the Coolest Sneakers in the World — on the Court, GQ (Aug. 29, 2018), https://www.gq.com/story/nba-sneaker-rule-change [https://perma.cc/NQ4T-EMPG] (demonstrating that the N.B.A. began to relax its dress code and writing that in 2018, the N.B.A. announced that players would be allowed to wear “whatever color sneakers they like, whenever they like.”).

128 See Heisel, supra note 125.
largely involves trademark issues, these developments have copyright implications within the tattoo market because of the creative nature of tattoo designs that have the potential to qualify as “works of authorship.”

[45] As branding and advertising in the N.B.A. have exploded, players have created their own brands\(^{130}\) and have even inked company names and logos onto their bodies.\(^{131}\) With the increase in the marketability of athletes, should players be able to capitalize on their fame through advertising with tattoos? Should athletes be able to “destroy” their tattoos when an endorsement relationship fails? What if the advertisements conflict with other corporate sponsors of the N.B.A. or another league?

A. “Hulu Has Live Sports”: Paid to Endorse?

[46] In 2019, Portland Trailblazers star Damian Lillard received a tattoo on his left forearm of a phrase from Hulu’s latest marketing campaign: “Hulu has live sports.”\(^{132}\) Hulu’s commercial shows Damian Lillard in a tattoo parlor talking with his lawyers about a contract centered around the Hulu tattoo.\(^{133}\) The tattoo artist asks Lillard, “Can I at least change the font?” and Lillard’s attorney responds, “If you want to get sued.”\(^{134}\) While


\(^{130}\) See infra para. [49] and note 141.

\(^{131}\) See infra para. [52] and note 149.

\(^{132}\) See Damian Lillard’s New Tattoo, supra note 119.

\(^{133}\) See id.
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this commercial accomplishes Hulu’s purpose of informing consumers and causes most viewers to laugh, it also brings up a serious issue for the future of tattoo copyrights.

[47] The owner of a copyright possesses six exclusive rights: (1) the right to reproduce the work; (2) the right to prepare derivative works based on the original work; (3) the right to distribute copies of the work; (4) the right to publicly perform the work; (5) the right to publicly display the work; and (6) the right to perform sound recordings. \(^{135}\) Under the Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 (VARA), authors of “works of visual art” receive additional “moral rights” including the right to “prevent any intentional distortion, mutilation, or other modification of that work which would be prejudicial to his or her honor or reputation.” \(^{136}\) Tattoos fit squarely under the protection of VARA under section 101 as a type of drawing that exists in a single copy. \(^{137}\)

[48] A decision that tattoos are copyrightable carries with it implications based on the rights discussed above. For example, if a tattoo advertising contract is enforced, then a company like Hulu can own a property right in a person’s skin. \(^{138}\) Once athletes are free to turn their bodies into billboards in exchange for advertising dollars, what happens when the contractual relationship falls apart? \(^{139}\)


\(^{138}\) See Damian Lillard’s New Tattoo, supra note 119.

\(^{139}\) See Heisel, supra note 125.
B. Triple B’s: Trouble in “Pair of Dice”

[49] Building on the above situation, take for example Lonzo Ball, one of the most talked about players in the N.B.A., in large part because of his father’s outlandish statements. Ball created a brand, Big Baller Brand (BBB), with his father instead of signing with a big shoe brand like Nike when he joined the N.B.A. Shortly thereafter, Ball got a tattoo of the company logo, the “triple B’s” tattooed on his arm. After Ball’s business manager allegedly stole over 1.5 million dollars from him, Ball had his tattoo covered and turned into a tattoo of a pair of dice. In a situation like this involving a copyrighted tattoo, would the owner of the tattoo be liable for altering his body art?

[50] Before athletes begin entering contracts for advertising through tattoos, it is critical that they consider the long-term implications of allowing companies to own a property right in their skin. It is difficult to believe that while athletes are making these commitments, no court has decided whether tattoos can receive a copyright or who would own the copyright. Once courts make this decision, they will be forced to catch up with the developing issues in the tattoo realm.

---


141 Id.


143 See id.

144 See Baker, supra note 45.
C. Supreme: Control over Display

[51] Finally, it is important to remember that a copyright is a negative right, meaning that it gives the author the right to exclude others from exercising rights. Likewise, just because an author has a copyright does not mean that the author cannot be prevented from displaying his work. N.B.A. champion J.R. Smith, who is largely known for being told by President Obama to “put a shirt on” following his week-long championship celebration, was told by the N.B.A. that he would be fined if he did not cover up a company tattoo during games. Smith is well-known for his tattoos, and a company even sold shirts of Smith’s tattoos that made it look like the person wearing the shirt had Smith’s tattoos.

[52] In 2018, Smith received a tattoo of the word “Supreme” representing a popular streetwear company. Although he was not asked

---


146 See id.


148 See Jack Moore, You Can Now Buy a T-Shirt of J.R. Smith’s Tattooed Torso, GQ (June 28, 2016), https://www.gq.com/story/jr-smith-t-shirt-tattoos [https://perma.cc/7Q8C-D8S5].

149 See Cody Benjamin, J.R. Smith Explains Why He Wasn’t Paid for Giant Supreme Tattoo Advertisement on His Calf, CBSSPORTS.COM (Aug. 20, 2018, 12:42 PM),
by Supreme to get the tattoo, the N.B.A. would not allow Smith to display the tattoo during games because of the league’s conflicting sponsorship agreements.¹⁵⁰ As athletes consider tattoo endorsements, they should remember that the N.B.A. and other leagues have the power to fine them for displaying tattoos that conflict with the league’s sponsorship agreements.¹⁵¹

V. CONCLUSION

[53] Although tattoos fit within the language of the Copyright Act and potentially meet all of the requirements for copyright protection, the implications of the ability to own a portion of another person’s skin outweigh the purposes of copyright protection: “to promote the progress of science and useful arts.”¹⁵² A tattoo design is clearly separable from a human’s skin, and to the extent that ownership of a copyright in a tattoo would infringe on a person’s right to capitalize on their persona, the copyright should include an implied license to display the tattoo publicly, alter the tattoo, or even destroy the tattoo.¹⁵³ The right to reproduce the tattoo or prepare derivative works should be dependent upon whether the tattoo is displayed separate from or on the body of the person in the


¹⁵¹ See id.

¹⁵² U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.

¹⁵³ See Yolanda M. King, Protection and Enforcement Challenges for Tattoo Copyrights, 39 COLUM. J.L. & ARTS 437, 439–440 (2016) (arguing that tattoos are at least conceptually separable from the human body).
reproduction. A person’s right to their own image should allow them the opportunity to license their image to companies. This should include their whole image, even their tattoos, but only to the extent that their tattoos are a part of the reproduction and not the essence of the reproduction. A sports video game should fall within the category of works that center around an athlete’s image and not the specific tattoo design existing separately from the athlete. Regardless of the de minimis nature of the use, tattoos displayed on the skin of the athlete, even a computer-generated version of the athlete, should not constitute copyright infringement, assuming that the athlete licensed their image to the video game company.

[54] Without Chris Andersen’s tattoos, “Birdman” is just Chris Andersen, and it would make no sense to portray Andersen without his tattoos as he would hardly be recognizable without them; they have become part of his persona. On the other hand, selling temporary tattoos that match Andersen’s tattoos, tattooing the design in another person’s skin, or selling a shirt with Andersen’s tattoo designs separated from Anderson’s skin would infringe on the copyright of the tattoo artist, absent a licensing agreement. Tattooed individuals still own their image and

154 See id.

155 See Declaration of Lebron James, supra note 92.

156 See id.


158 Cf. King, supra note 153, at 439–40 (arguing that tattoos are copyrightable and should be enforced, but acknowledging that “[A]s a result of the artist’s choice of the human body as a medium, there is going to be some diminution of the exclusive rights . . . I think under the doctrine of implied license that a tattoo customer can argue that the tattoo artist had intended to grant an implied license to display the work. . . .“).
skin, but they should not own the design that is in their skin without a license or work-for-hire arrangement.

[55] Ideally, athletes from any professional league will follow the advice of the National Football League Players Association (NFLPA) and negotiate a license with their tattoo artists prior to receiving a tattoo, at least in the short term. However, in the long term, courts should find that an implied license exists that protects a professional athlete’s persona and image and gives athletes rights over the tattoo designs as they exist in their skin. Under this framework, the artists’ designs are also protected because the artists retain rights in their designs in all mediums where the tattoo is displayed separate from the skin of the athlete.

[56] In his declaration, LeBron James got to the heart of the issue when he stated, “I always thought that I had the right to license what I look like . . . My tattoos are a part of my identity; if I am not shown with my tattoos it wouldn’t really be a depiction of me.” Tattoos should not elicit a property right in another person’s skin, and copyrights should not stop athletes from capitalizing on their personas or being portrayed as they are.


161 See Declaration of LeBron James, supra note 92.